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… à mercredi,
16h !

« La poésie est comme la musique, la
poésie est comme la peinture. » Une voix

Puis plusieurs voix, leurs rythmes,
leurs superpositions en musique, en

la Poin-

çonneuse
au
Vaduz
téléphone, et
Sysiphe, et, et…

,

et

tique, les Foules qui clament la cité et
ses rumeurs, les
qui

Gil Joseph Wolman transformait son
-

cherche pas seulement le son, le phonème, le mot en liberté, il cherche sur-

-

influencé son temps et les poètes

vous, quai Bourbon, cette exposition…
les mercredi, à 16h !

Bernard
Heidsieck
“Poetry is like music, poetry is like painting.”
A voice seduced me, steady and intense.
Then several voices, their rhythms, their
layers of music, in a text. Poetry speaks,
talks to us about work, the city, and everyday life. We take the subway with la
Poinçonneuse, febrile and tense, we circle
around
,
Vaduz becomes the centre of the world, we
cannot reach Ruth Franken by phone, and
and Sysiphe, and so
on and so on.
Then, I discovered his artistic work: the
Foules who claim the city and its rumours,
the
that discharge verbs,
the
in integrated circuits,
the 260 boards in
. Bernard
Heidsieck transcends all materials in his
surroundings, in collage just as in poetry.
Gil Joseph Wolman transformed the everyday into works with scotch tape, and
separated his poems into decompositions.

versaire poétique.

N.S.

a sophisticated tape recorder with which,
at night, he would manipulate the tape to
record, mix, cut, and paste. Sound poem,
visual work, back and forth. Faithful to

semantics, he sought not only sound,
phonemes, and free words, but more than
anything he sought meaning, double meanings, and the choice of words that he liked
to manipulate. The texts intersect, overlap, and confront each other like everyday

sharing and communicating with the viewer.
He introduced the spirit of performance, the
improvised in each reading, upstanding,
in action. This contemporary troubadour
he does today.
For more than 30 years at the gallery, I have
presented his distant cousins, the Russian
Suprematists, the Italian Futurists, the
Dadaists of the Voltaire cabaret, the New
Realists. The link seemed obvious. Starting
with our rendez-vous at Quai Bourbon, this
exhibition …
Come celebrate 30 years of activity in
birthday.
N.S

